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Air service companywith drones
www.irisdronespecialists.eu

About IRIS


IRIS is a Spanish company that offers air services with
drones.



We have extensive experience in providing services in
agriculture, forestry, surveying, civil works, heritage,
filming and photography with drones.



We participate with other European companies in
environmental projects aimed at providing solutions
and best practices to achieve environmental and
climate objectives. In addition, we try to promote the
use of innovative technologies in the field of
environment and climate change.



We are currently collaborating on different actions
within four LIFE+ projects and participating as
partners in a fifth one: Life Laser Fence.

About me


I've been working with close-range
photogrammetry since 2007.



In my doctoral thesis, I developed different
low-cost 3D modeling methodologies to
geometrically document heritage
elements.



The increasing difficulty (height,
protrusions, complex shapes, etc.) of
heritage elements forces me to search for a
new camera elevation system.



In 2012 I start working with Spanish drone
companies.



After a lot of problems with the
photographs, I decide to plan and execute
the flights personally.



I start to experiment with new sensors
(thermal and multispectral) and new
markets: agroforestry.



In 2015 I create my own service company
with drones.



Later that year, we succeeded in joining
this project as partners.

About drones


IRIS currently has 3 drones.


DJI Phantom 3 Professional
multirotor drone (to be updated
soon).


4K camera for aerial video
recording (MOV and MP4).



Take 12 MP photos.



23 minutes of autonomy (not real).



3.5 km operating range.



Dronetools QUASAR multirotor
drone.



Novadrone Nour fixed wing drone.

Dronetools QUASAR


Autonomy of 50 minutes at full load.



1.5 km working range.



Made entirely of carbon fiber, including the blades.



RTK/PPK geolocation system.



Rain resistant.



Ability to carry 3 cameras simultaneously.



On-screen telemetry with flight data, altitude, distance home,
remaining battery, etc.



Possibility to configure automated flight missions from the
ground (photogrammetric flights).

Novadrone NOUR


90 minutes autonomy at full load.



Working range of more than 3 km.



Made of nylon and carbon fiber.



RTK/PPK geolocation system.



Capacity to carry 2 cameras
simultaneously.



Telemetry on a PC with flight data,
altitude, distance to home, remaining
battery, etc.



Fully automatic flight from takeoff to
landing.

About sensors


3 different sensors: thermal, visible and multispectral.



Thermographic camera: FLIR VUE PRO R


IR resolution 640x512 (327,680)



Field of view 32° × 26° (19mm)



Fixed Focus



Accuracy +/-5°C or 5% of reading



In-flight display and control



Digital Zoom YES



Image and video recording



Weight 115g

Sony A6000


24,3 megapixel APS-C image sensor
with CMOS technology



2 lenses:


16 - 50 mm



18 mm (fixed focal)



Optical Image Stabilizer



Full HD 1080p video recording



Product weight: 345 g

Parrot Sequoia


16 MP RGB camera 4608×3456 pixels



4 Cameras with 1.2 MP (1280 x 960 pixels) global shutter



Bands:


Green (550 BP 40)



Red (660 BP 40)



Red Edge (735 BP 10)



Near Infrared (790 BP 40)



Solar sensor



GPS

Planning and operation of a photogrammetric flight


Define the GSD (Ground Sample Distance)



Establish the longitudinal and transversal
overlaps (80-90% for the FLIR camera and the
Sequoia).



Calculate flight height.



Define the area to be surveyed.



Manual take-off.



Load route in the drone.



Activation of automatic mode by waypoints.



Landing and image check.

What do we do with the footage?
RGB images


Individual images and videos can be used



RGB images are also processed by automated
digital photogrammetry software (SfM
algorithms, Structure from Motion).



With this technique it is possible to create the
3D model of an object from a set of
photographs taken with a given configuration.



This 3D model is a digital representation of high
geometric and visual accuracy (it presents the
real texture of the object).



This allows us:


Document the cultural heritage in an exact way
(shape and texture) at a specific time.



Map large areas (measurement of perimeters
and surfaces, calculation of volumes, generation
of contour lines, study of runoff, erosion studies,
etc.)



Identify and accurately measure road surfaces,
fire protection areas, rocky areas, buildings, etc.



Study the shape and distribution of pre-existing
vegetation on the ground.



Etc.

What do we do with the footage?
Thermal images


Individual images and videos can be used



Thermal images are also processed by
photogrammetry software.



A simple 3D model with low metric accuracy is
generated (low resolution sensors).



The objective is to create a mosaic of thermal
images of the terrain.



This allows us:


To obtain a global vision of the studied area.



Identify and quantify elements (animals, people,
objects, fire, water, etc.).



Study thermal variations along an element while
maintaining the resolution.



Vegetation drought study



Etc.

What do we do with the footage?
Multispectral images


The multispectral images (4 images per
shot) are processed, in block, by
photogrammetry software.



A single 3D model (based on one of the
bands) of the object is created.



This 3D model is a digital representation
of low geometric accuracy (low resolution
sensor)



Pix4D allows us to work with all 4 bands
and generate vegetation indices directly
(without going through other GIS
software).



The vegetation indices are combinations of
the spectral bands recorded by Sequoia,
whose function is to enhance the
vegetation according to its spectral
response and to attenuate the details of
other elements such as the soil, lighting,
water, etc.



For example, the NDVI is a vegetation
index used to estimate the quantity,
quality and development of vegetation
from the red and infrared bands of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑅𝑒𝑑
𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑒𝑑
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Real case example: Diseases and pests


Diseases and pests cause:


Widespread reduction in plant vigor



Drying of leaves and branches



Death of the plant.



Multispectral cameras allow monitoring of
these small changes in visible and infrared
radiation that plants reflect, and data can
be extracted.



The use of multispectral cameras and
drones allows large areas to be mapped
accurately and quickly.

Real case example: Diseases and pests
Alamedilla, Salamanca (SPAIN)
Year
2018
2019
Healthy tree area
16.489 13.971
(m2)

Use of thermal cameras in the LIFE Laser Fence Project


All bodies above absolute zero (-273°C)
emit infrared radiation (heat).



In general, the higher the radiation
emitted, the higher the body temperature.



This radiation is invisible to the human eye
and its range in the electromagnetic
spectrum is between visible light and
microwave radiation (the wavelength of
infrared is between 0.7 and 1000 microns).



Thermal cameras work in a range known as
thermal infrared, which is where the most
common temperatures on the earth's
surface are found, between 8 and 14
microns, which is approximately between 20 and 350 ºC.



Thermal cameras are therefore an ideal
tool for detecting animals in their natural
habitat.

Use of thermal cameras in the LIFE Laser Fence Project


The use of thermal cameras makes it
possible to identify wild animals
unambiguously, especially in poor
visibility conditions.



Flying over the areas of influence of the
laser with a thermal camera


Detect animals in these areas



Inventory the number of animals



Study the distribution of animals
within and outside the area of
influence



Study animal behavior with laser
on/off

Use of thermal cameras in the LIFE Laser Fence Project

